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AGENDA FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7

8:30 AM OPENING REMARKS | JANE FEINBERG

10:15 AM COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING

8:45 AM CREATIVE COLLABORATION FOR INCLUSION | PATRICIA LAMPRON
Successful inclusion requires developing a positive culture, offering instruction that is creative and 
differentiated, and building a team that collaborates and problem solves. This interactive keynote 
will share strategies for leading these changes  in elementary and secondary schools.

Patricia Lampron has served as the Principal of the Henderson Inclusion Elementary School in Boston 
since 2009 where she works collaboratively with staff, parents and community members to lead 
systematic, data-driven instructional improvement that raises achievement for students of all abilities.

10:30 AM STUDENT VOICE AND AGENCY: ENHANCING MOTIVATION, ENGAGEMENT 
AND EQUITY | UP FOR LEARNING: HELEN BEATTIE, LINDSEY HALMAN, AND 
CLARA LEW-SMITH

This  day-long session will sharpen your lens and begin to build your toolkit to amplify youth voice, 
student agency, and students as partners in learning and school decision making—a powerful 
strategy to strengthen the social and emotional fabric of your school, enhance student motivation 
and engagement, and ensure equity in learning.

UP for Learning (Unleashing the Power of Partnership for Learning) crafts innovative, 
student-centered education initiatives that empower youth to innovate, collaborate, and lead. To 
date, UP has engaged more than 2,700 youth at more than 100 Vermont schools (95% of high schools 
and 44% of middle schools) in efforts where youth-adult teams are activists and change agents. 

Helen Beattie is the founder and Executive Director of UP for Learning. Her career reflects a life-long 
passion for elevating the voices of those who feel dis-empowered and voiceless, either in the health or 
education realms. Her goal is to decrease referrals to school psychologists by helping educators better 
meet the needs of all learners, ensuring that the wisdom and potential of each and every child is fully 
mobilized.

Lindsey Halman joined the UP team after 15 years as a middle level educator and advocate for youth 
voice in school transformation. Lindsey is passionate about building strong relationships with 
students and adults, helping them feel empowered to make change, and creating a socially just 
climate and culture for all. 

Clara Lew-Smith is a passionate advocate for educational reform which centers young people as 
decision makers, rather than recipients. She recently finished her first year at Yale University, and is 
currently completing an internship at the nonprofit Peace First, which directly supports young people 
doing social action projects in their communities worldwide.

12:00 PM LUNCH

12:50 PM 10:30 STUDENT VOICE AND AGENCY SESSION CONTINUES

2:50 PM CLOSING & EXIT SURVEY | DIANA LEBEAUX



AGENDA FOR THURSDAY,  AUGUST 8

8:45 AM EXPLORING SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING USING AN EQUITY LENS | 
KAMILAH DRUMMOND
This session will help educators at various levels build a better understanding about how their 
multiple identities play a role in facilitating SEL in the classroom and its impact on equitable (and 
non-equitable) SEL expectations and practices. The session will encourage self-reflection on racial 
identity and focus on building meaningful relationships with students as a pathway to equity.  

Kamilah Drummond-Forrester, M.A., CAGS, has been the director of Open Circle since 2017. She works 
collaboratively with her colleagues to provide curricula, professional development, and  support that 
keeps the wellbeing of students at the center while meeting the needs of schools and educators.

12:00 PM LUNCH | JOB-ALIKE GROUP SEATING

AFTERNOON SESSIONS

1:00 to
2:35 PM

WHAT THE EYES DO NOT SEE, THE HEART DOES NOT FEEL | EMILY J. WILSON
This workshop will provide a foundational understanding of trauma for teachers, administrators, 
and anyone who supports students. We will investigate the current science while examining how 
the experience of trauma is often unseen and manifests itself in education. We will also discuss 
serious implications for teaching, learning, equity, and wellness. (Hamilton Room)

Emily J. Wilson, PhD, MPH, MS, CHES, Project Manager, Full Frame Communications is a public health 
practitioner, education specialist, trainer, and researcher. She completed her PhD in Health 
Professions Education at Simmons University, where she received a Hazel Dick Leonard Fellowship to 
conduct her dissertation on trauma-informed strategies for teaching and learning. 

CHOICE OF EITHER ONE LONGER SESSION:

1:00 to
1:45 PM

INCLUSIVE PBL: MAKING AUTHENTIC INSTRUCTION ACCESSIBLE TO ALL | 
KATE TWOMBLY & JULIE SMITH, CENTERVILLE SCHOOL IN BEVERLY
Students in Beverly are participating in Tier 1 PBL opportunities with a growing UDL lens. Our goal 
is to provide PBL opportunities for all students with scaffolded supports and interventions 
(including special education services) embedded within the unit. Co-teaching with special 
educators provides much of this support. We will share our work and, in the spirit of our 
growth-mindset, ask participants for feedback to further develop our units. (Newburyport Room)

OR TWO SHORTER BREAKOUT SESSIONS:

10:20 AM TEAM TIME | CONSULTATIONS WITH HELEN BEATTIE
Collaborative work time and structured planning for district teams. Helen Beattie and the UP for 
Learning team, as well as ECLC facilitators, will be available for consultation.

8:30 AM WELCOME | JANE FEINBERG AND TRACY SAWICKI, TOWER FOUNDATION



PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR DIVERSE LEARNERS | CARISA CORROW & 
LINDSEY KORDIS
The Quality Performance Assessment (QPA) framework supports teachers in designing high 
quality performance assessments that work together to help them understand students’ learning 
journeys. This session will explore the quality elements of a performance assessment, which help 
to ensure that all learners engage in rigorous and meaningful assessment. (Marblehead Room)

Carisa Corrow is lifelong NH educator and member of the QPA team at CCE. As a student, teacher and 
parent, she has witnessed and experienced the transformative power of performance assessment in 
schools for all members of a school community.

Lindsey Kordis is a 5th grade teacher at Abraham Lincoln School in Revere and part of the 
Massachusetts Consortium for Innovative Educational Assessment (MCIEA).

1:50 to
2:35 PM

GETTING REEL ABOUT DIFFERENCE: FILMS, DISCUSSION, AND 
COMMITMENTS TO ACTION | DIANA LEBEAUX
In this workshop, participants will view short videos and engage in structured conversations 
exploring some of the tough realities of difference faced by students and the ways in which these 
realities impact our own schools.  After specifically unpacking the roles of race, learning 
disabilities, and other identity differences on students’ learning experiences, participants will 
consider their own roles in making a positive difference and close with commitments to action in 
this school year. (Newburyport Room)

Diana Lebeaux, Director of District and School Design at CCE, is a former teacher, school 
administrator, and youth development professional now focused on supporting educators and school 
leaders in district and school redesign processes focused on equity.

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR DIVERSE LEARNERS | CARISA CORROW & 
LINDSEY KORDIS (SEE DESCRIPTION ABOVE)
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2:40 PM CLOSING REFLECTIONS & EXIT SURVEY | JANE FEINBERG & ARTHUR MITCHELL


